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1 What is meta-constraint reasoning?

Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP) consist of a finite set of variables, each associated with a finite domain, and a set
of constraints which restrict simultaneous assignments to variables. A Meta-CSP is CSP formulation of a combinatorial
problem which builds on lower-level CSPs.

2 What does this API do?

This software framework provides tools for developing solvers for problems that can be cast as Meta-CSPs. The
framework includes several built-in CSP and Meta-CSP problem solvers which can be used as “ingredients” for defining
more sophisticated solvers. Among these, hybrid problem solvers which exemplify the natural predisposition of
Meta-CSPs for solving hybrid reasoning problems.

3 Documentation

Developers can refer to the API documentation (Javadoc) for reference, and to the examples in the following packages
for getting started:

• Package org.metacsp.examples contains examples showcasing the use of “basic” constraint-based solvers.
These include the STP solverAPSPSolver, the Boolean SAT solverBooleanSatisfiabilitySolver, and spatial
reasoning engines for DE9IM and RCC-5/8. These solvers are used in other examples (see below) to build hybrid
problem solvers using the Meta-CSP methodology.

• Package org.metacsp.examples.multi contains examples of how several “basic” solvers can be composed in a
loosely-coupled way, that is, where decision made by one solver do not change the search space of another solver.
Examples include the SpatioTemporalVariableSolver, which joins an STP solver with a DE9IM solver, the
SymbolicVariableConstraintSolver, which exploits Boolean SAT to obtain a simple state variable solver.

• Package org.metacsp.examples.meta contains examples that showcase how the concept of meta-variable
and meta-constraint is used to determine how decisions made by different solvers affect each others’ search
space. Examples showcase a ReusableResourceScheduler, a StateVariableScheduler, a timeline-based
planner called SimplePlanner, and an integrated context inference and planning framework called SAM [10]
used in several EU projets [9, 2, 4] (see class TestProactivePlanningAndDispatching).

4 Using the framework as a library

The Meta-CSP Framework is available on Maven Central. The Maven dependency declaration is:

<dependency>
<groupId>org.metacsp</groupId>
<artifactId>meta-csp-framework</artifactId>
<version>1.3.5</version>

</dependency>
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The Gradle dependency declaration is:

compile ’org.metacsp:meta-csp-framework:1.3.5’

Please note that the current stable release may have changed (it was 1.3.5 at the time of writing).
Alternatively, the latest binary, source and Javadoc JARs are available from the Maven Central website1.

5 Compiling from source

The framework as well as the API documentation (Javadoc) can be built through Gradle. A Gradle redistributable is
included in the master branch, so there is no need to install Gradle on your machine.

5.1 Gradle build instructions

Enter the directory with the file build.gradle and issue the command:

$ ./gradlew install #(on Unix-based systems)
$ gradlew.bat install #(on Windows-based systems)

To test the build, issue the following:

$ ./gradlew run #(on Unix-based systems)
$ gradlew.bat run #(on Windows-based systems)

The clean target will clean up the build directory. The target javadoc can be used to generate the API documentation
(Javadoc), which will be placed in build/docs/javadoc.

5.2 Preparing an Eclipse project

If developing in Eclipse, consider using the eclipse target:

$ ./gradlew eclipse #(on Unix-based systems)
$ gradlew.bat eclipse #(on Windows-based systems)

This will prepare the directory with .classpath, .settings and .project files. The directory can then be used as
source for a new Eclipse project which will have all dependencies properly set.

5.3 Using the compiled library in other Gradle projects

The install target builds the artifactmeta-csp-framework-0.0.0-SNAPSHOT.jar, and places it into your localMaven
repository (the location is ~/.m2/repository/org/metacsp/meta-csp-framework/ on a Unix-based system). You
can use the newly compiled version of the framework in another Gradle-based project by including the following in
the project’s build.gradle:

repositories {
mavenLocal()
//any other repo you may need for your project

}

dependencies {
compile ’org.metacsp:meta-csp-framework:0.0.0-SNAPSHOT’
//any other dependency you may have

}

6 Contributors and applications

The Meta-CSP Framework is developed by Federico Pecora, with significant contributions from the open source
community. Contributions are also provided by Scania Research and Development, which currently uses the framework
for developing fleet optimization solutions. The HTN-based [3] planner CHIMP [15, 14] is implemented using the
Meta-CSP Framework.

1Please insert g:org.metacsp AND a:meta-csp-framework in the search on http://search.maven.org.
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The framework provides an implementation of Trajectory Envelopes, a spatio-temporal representation of robot
paths that is used for trajectory scheduling and multi-robot coordintaion [11, 1] . This has been used in applications
ranging from mining [7, 8, 5] to warehouse automation [6]. The coordination_oru framework for integrated mo-
tion planning, coordination and control [13] uses the Trajectory Envelope representation, and the corresponding
implementation [12] uses the Meta-CSP Framework as a library.

7 Sponsors
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oru.se for details.
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• Örebro University
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http://project-race.eu/ for details.

8 License

The Meta-CSP Framework

Copyright (c) 2010-2019 Federico Pecora <federico.pecora@oru.se>

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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